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General Star Offers Admitted Architects & Engineers
Product in New York and New Jersey
Stamford, CT, November 10, 2010 … General Star announces the availability of its Architects
and Engineers Professional Liability program on an admitted basis in New York and New
Jersey. This new feature is part of General Star’s nationwide A & E program, launched in
January 2009. The sole program administrator remains Professional Coverage Managers, New
York, NY.
Additional expansion of the admitted product to other states is in progress.
The program is written on a primary basis and targeted at small to mid-size firms with receipts
up to $10,000,000. Worldwide coverage is included, with limits of up to $5,000,000 available.
The program provides competitive coverage for traditional A&E exposures, as well as a
number of automatic enhancements that address modern business risks faced by
professionals, such as privacy and information security.
“We are pleased to bring an admitted product to the A&E marketplace, further enhancing the
options available to our architect and engineer customers” said Scott Ginsberg, A&E Product
Leader for General Star.
“General Star is delighted to add this latest evolution to the products available within our A&E
program,” added Patricia Roberts, President and CEO of General Star. “We listened to our
program administrator and its retail clients, delivering a valued alternative.”
For more information, please contact Robert Meyer, Professional Coverage Managers at
212 344 8774 or rmeyer@pcmgroup.com.
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